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In support of the Department of Transportation's National 
Transportation System ( N T S )  Initiative, LANL is investigating the 
development of a NTS analysis capability. This report describes the 
NTS Initiative, characteristics of the NTS problem, an analysis 
capability based on a "TRANSIMS-like" approach, data 
requirements, and a scenario for a prototype demonstration. 

1 .O Introduction 

1.1 Purpose & Objectives 
The purpose of this report is to examine the Department of Transportation's @013 
National Transpomtim System ( N T S )  Initiative. to document what has been learned, 
and to outline a National Tramportation Network Analysis Capability (NTNAC) based 
on a "TRANSIMS-like" approach. 
This study was conducted uver a two month period at the end of Ey 1997. The scope of 
the effort was cadully defined to accomodate the short time horizan and to provide 
focus to a very large analytical problem. Our objectives were to: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Define the NTS and the NTS problem; 

Identify problem characteristics; 

Describe an analytical solution based on the TRANSIMS approach 

Identify data quirements and availability; 
a3 

h3 
h3 

Develop criteria for a scenario to be used in a prototype demonstration; and 

Select a scenario for the prototype demonstration. 
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Introduction 

1.2 Executive Summary 

The Department of Transportaton does not have the ability to view and analyze the 
Nation’s transportation system in its entirety as a single integrated, intermodal system. 
These are DCYI”s own words and they are a description of the fundamental NTS prob- 
lem. 

The National Tramportation System (NTS) consists of the highway, rail, air, waterway, 
and pipeline infrastructures. The DOT has established an NTS Initiative that has, at the 
core of its Technical Process objectives. the National Transportatiaa Network Analysis 
Capability (NTNAO. The NTNAC is envisioned to be a set of analytical tools that are 
used to assess the performance of the system. 

The tools required to analyze the system must be capable of quantitatively addressing 
national issues such as trampomtion support of national economic development, 
changes needed to e m m  the flow of international trade. ccmgested travel in dense inter- 

tem efficiency. Advances in computational technology and dynamical systems theory 
have only recently d t e d  in tools which permit the analyst to peer inside ccunplex 
metropolitan tr-m system and begh to understand urban travel dynamics. 
This report documents initial efforts to take these technolcgies and tools to the next 
level - to the next tramportation system hierarchy of dynamidy coupled metropolitan 
areas. airports. seaports, rail and highway intermodal nodes, and the national multimo- 
dal links that connect them. 

city COrridOrS. and the impact of oil dependency. shortages and price ~ U C X ~ S ~ S  ~n SYS- 

Characterizatim of the transportation issues leads to the conclusicm that all national 
questions belong to one of the following classes d problems: those that require steady 
state, quasi-steady state, or transient system analyses. The approach taken by LANL’s 
TRANSlMs project in its representation of metropolitan transportation systems 
addresses these problem classes. Adoptim of TRANSIMS’ conceptual framework and 
application of many of its complex adaptive systems algorithms will provide a firm 
basis for the NTNAC. 

The resources and effort required to build an integrated set of dynamically consistent 
NTNAC tools is a monumental effort. The data. algorithms. hardware, software and 
mutlidisciplinary skills that must be brought together are considerable. This is the 
beginning (we hope) of a long term research and development project that has the poten- 
tial to make significant umtributim to the transportation, complex systems. and simu- 
lation sciences as well as to the DOT’S analytical capabilities. 
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NTS Problem Definition 

2.0 NTS Problem Definition 

In this section we define the NTS problem from DOT’S policy perspective. In section 
4.0, we will extend the defmition to the technical process level. 

2.1 Background 
In 1991 the Intermodal Surface Transportation Act (ISTEA) was passed. Its overall 
objective is the improved performance of statewide and metropolitan transportation sys- 
tems through preservation of existing facilities and equipment, operational enhance- 
ments to improve the efficiency and environmental impacts of the system, and capacity 
enhancements to improve the effectiveness of the internodal system. It also encouraged 
intermodalism as a way to obtain optimum yield from existing resources, rather than 
relying solely on system expansion. 

It is in the National interest to encourage and promote the development of transporta- 
tion systems embracing various modes of transportation in a manner that will serve all 
areas of a State eficiently and effectively. 

As a result of ISTEA. state and metropolitan planning organizations (MPO) are now 
requjred to address issues related to infrastructure, congestion, and air quality in more 
precise and quantitative terms. In recognition of these new requirements, the Federal 
Highway Administration wrote, 

Existing transportation planning models and procedures [must] identify congestion 
problems and possible corrective strategies and . . . measure performance of imple- 
mented strategies at the micro level. 

States with highly urbanized regions agreed and added that “existing tools were not ade- 
quate and need to be completely replaced.” 

The need far new analytical strategies based on a “micro level” examination of traffic 
caused LANL to propose the Transportation Analysis and Simulation System (”IRAN- 
SIMS). After four years of development under D(YI”s Travel Model Improvement Pro- 
gram, TRANSIMS has demonstrated the capability to provide a regional-level, micro- 
scale system representation that allows udication of issues in the areas of regional 
analysis, traffic engineering, and environmental impact analysis through the application 
of advanced computational and analytical techniques. 

During the years following the passage of ISTEA, DOT decided that it must move 
beyond the regional and state focus and promote an ef6cient tramportation system at the 
national level. In December 1993 Secretary of Transportation Pena announced his 
intention to launch the NTS Intiative. His intent was to 

‘Tie America Together’ [through the development 08 a new National Transportation 
System that integrates all modes and emphasizes connections, choices, and coordination 
of transportation services. . . . 
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FUNDAMENTAL NTS 
PROBLEM: 

Int rated, intermodal 
NT? analytical tools do 
not exist 

Since Secretary Pena’s announcement DOT has solicited the assistance of other govern- 
mental agencies, private industry and academia to help define the NTS concept and 
identify the analytical capabilities necessary to support the effort. 

2.2 DOT’sNeed 
The M7lr is seeking to better understand the capabilities of the nation’s transportation 
system because of the role it plays in proposing and carrying out legislative, regulatory, 
and federal transportation program management actions. Questions like, “How well 
does the system serve the people?” and “What is needed to meet the public’s expecta- 
tions?” are fundamental, but currently very diffucult to answer. Surveys are typically 
used but they are time consuming, expensive, and provide only qualitative information. 
What is needed is a quantitative approach which integrates all data in a total system 
framework. 

The transportation system is a means to an end - a way to move people and goods from 
point A to point B in order to perform personal and business activities. Travelers and 
shippers view it as a large, complex multi-modal and intermodal network. Network and 
transportation infrastructure efficiency is measured in terms of how well it meets their 
needs. Time, cost, distance, safety, and security are the usual measures of system effi- 
ciency at the individual user and private establishment level. Contribution to economic, 
social. and environmental goals are important measws of transportation system effec- 
tiveness at the public sector level. 

The fundamental problem is that the analytical tools required to evaluate the national 
transportation system as a whole do not exist. The DOT’S current capabilities are con- 
fined within modal limits by the modal orientation of the data and analytical tools. The 
DOT admits that, 

passenger and freight movements over more than one mode ofien find connections to be 
more difficult and less efficient than they might be . . . . [We have] no way to aggregate 
[modal segmented data] for origin to destination journeys or shipments. 

The Department still does not have the ability to view and analyze the Nation’s trans- 
portation system in its entirety as a single integrated, intermodal system. Preoccupation 
with modal subsystems ofien results in prejudging solutions to transportation problems 
and, thereby a failure to realize the greatest payoff from scarce resources.” 

Therefme, what is required is a “national measurement and analytical capability . . . 
[which is] designed and used in a setting that recognizes and complements existing pub- 
lic and private activities.” 

2.3 NTS Initiative Defined 
The NTS consists of the highway, rail, air, waterway and pipeline infrastructure as well 
as the carriers that traverse these networks. DOT views the NTS Initiative in a larger 
context, however. They view it as a process or framework in which to manage. 

A CONCEPT that recognizes interaction between the Nation’s goals and the compo- 
nents of the nation’s transportation system. 

4 of 49 
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GOAL OF THE NTS: 

A METHOD of looking at the total transportation system and its effect on social, eco- 
nomic and environmental systems. 

An INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK for parhering among the federal government, 
state and local agencies, the private sector and general public. 

A TECHNICAL PROCESS which uses analytical and measurement tools to build the 
capability to assess performance. identify issues, evaluate policy options, and develop 
strategies. 

A S’ITWXGIC PLANNING STRUCTURE for future development of the nation’s 
transportation system. 

The technical core of the NTS Initiative lies in the “Technical Process” and is called the 
National Transportation Network Analysis Capability (NTNAC). It is envisioned to be 
a set of analytical tools that are used to assess the performance of the system from a cus- 
tomer perspective. Assessment includes determining the current level of performance, 
identifying problem areas. and testing alternative solutions. 

2.4 NTSGoals 
The goal of the NTS is to reap the potential benefits of intermodalism by optimizing the 
contribution of each made to the overall transportation system, thus reducing the cost 
and improving the quality, cost. timeliness, and safety of passenger and freight transpor- 
tation. Specific potential contributions of intermodalism include: 

timize the contribution Increasing economic productivity and efficiency and maintaining the Nation’s op o each made to the 
overall transportation 
system 

competitive position in an increasingly global economy. 

Using the Nation’s transportation infrastructure more efficiently. Maximizing 
utilization of the transportation system by reducing the burden on over-stressed infra- 
structure components and shifting it to infrastructure with excess capacity. Leveraging 
the relative strengths and dciencies of all the transportation modes. 

Generating higher returns from public and private infrastructure investments. 

Improving mobility, service, convenience. and the general quality of Me. 

Reducing energy consumption, and contributing to improved air quality and envi- 
ronmental conditions. 

2.5 NTS Requirements 
DCrr has focused its NTNAC development efforts in two areas. First, they developed a 
list of national transportation issues. Second. they idenaed system performance mea- 
sums or, as they call them, “performance indicators.” These issues and system measures 
are important to our understanding of the NTS problem and must be incorporated into 
any NTNAC solution. 
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NATIONAL 
TRANSPORTATION 
ISSUES: 

Ran efromtruck 

economic expansion 
weig 3, t to national 

NTS PERFORMANCE 
MEASURES: 

2.5.1 NTS Issues to be Addressed 
The NTS issues provided by D(TT are listed below. 

Overall efficiency of the Nation’s transportation system. 
Ability of the system to support national economic development and expansion. 
Opportunities to improve intermodal connections on intercity freight and passenger 
travel. 
Integration of metropolitan travel into the national network. 
Approaches to addressing congested travel in dense intercity corridors. 
Regional changes to the system needed to ensure the flow of international trade 
resulting from NAFTA. GAIT, and other agreements. 
Effect of changes in trade flows on port capacity and supporting highway and rail 
capacity and service. 
Effect of advances in transportation technology on overall system performance. 
Impact of oil dependency, shortages and price increases on system efficiency. 
Effects of changes in user charges and fuel taxes. 
Systematic effects of changing truck size and weight regulations. 
Changes in the system to improve national environmental quality. 
Impact of changes in safety. 
Impact of natural disastem and military emergencies. 

DOT has identified 40+ 
system performance 
measures, or “indicators” 

2.5.2 NTS Performance Measures - “Indicators” 
The D(TT has identified a set of NTS performance indicators. These are “signals” of 
system performance which are national in scope. multimodal. and indicate that the sys- 
tem is functioning well or, alternatively. provide clues to follow-on analysis for prob- 
lem areas or unexpected results. DOT has decided to use the term “indicators” rather 
than “measures” due to state level concerns about the relationship between “perfor- 
mance measures” and federal funding. While we might consider this mostly semantics, 

claims that the difference lies in one’s “orientation” - whether it be a policy orien- 
tation or a performance orientation. 

Pegormanee Indicators will be used in policy planning and decision making to indicate 
conditions, problems, or other results that would enhance our understanding of how 
well the transportation system is peforming nationally; to monitor the effectiveness of 
regulatory and program management decisions; and to suggest directions for more 
detailed investigation of emerging issues. 

It is irrelevant how these quantities are used (i.e.. to develop policies vs. evaluate perfor- 
mance). From a quantitative, or modeling, perspective there is no difference between an 
indicator or measute. 

NTS performance indicators are grouped into five areas: freight, passenger, defense and 
readiness, system safety, and system environmental indicators. 
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Freiaht System Indicators. These performance indicators will be disaggregated by 
bulk, break bulk and package, and further disaggregated by international, intercity and 
local, and commodity depending on the particular study questions. 

valueofgoodsmoved 
speed of movements. based on direct distance from origin to destination (not actual 
pathdistance) 
standard deviation of speed of movements 
dwell time during movements 
time delayed due to incidents and congestion 
cost of shipment 
loss due to theft and accident 
surveys of service adequacy 

Passenae r Svstem Indicators. These performance indicators will be disaggregated by 
market, trip purpose, and socioeconomic categoq depending on the particular study 
questions. 

speed of movements. based on direct distance frm origin to destination (not actual 
path distance) 
standard deviation of speed of movements 
out-of-vehicle time during movements involving a for-hire link 
average hours per day devoted to travel 
time delayed due to accidents, breakdowns, and congestion 
incidents of assault and theft 
population within 1/4 mile of scheduled public transportation 
population within 20 miles (or 1/2 hour) of access to intercity transportation 
number of cities without scheduled, daily intercity for-hire service, by population 
category 
number of cities without direct access to port of embarkation for international ser- 
vice, by population category 
share of US overseas passengers who can entedexit country directly from their home 
metropolitan area 
surveys of service adequacy 

Defense & Readiness Indicators. 

elapsed time to deploy defense force assets from origin installation through loadout 
air or sea port of embarkation 
total person-day and tonday delay in defense deployment profile times attributable 
to transportation system deficiencies 
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impact of transportation system delays on mission of deployed defense force (added 
days of combat, added casualties, increases in retrograde movement of the forward 
line of own troops) 

System Safetv Indicators. These performance indicators will be aggregated by multi- 
modal trips and disaggregated by individual modes. 

number of transportation system deaths 
lifetime risk of death in system use compared to other causes 
number of transportation system serious injuries 
lifetime risk of serious injury in system use compared to other causes 
health cost of injuries 
transportation accident property damage and loss 

Svstem Environmental Indicators. 
total nonrenewable (carbon-based) energy consuma 
portation system 

in the operation of the trans- 

total nonrenewable (carbon-based) energy consumed in the construction and mainte- 
nance of the transportation system 
air quality nonattainment areas where transportation is the principa problem 
population exposed to greater than threshold level of airborne emissions from trans- 
portation sources 
tons of carbon monoxide generated by transportation 
tons of volatile organic compounds (hydrocarbons) generated by transportation 
tons of particulate matter generated by transportation 
tons of nitrogen dioxide generated by transportation 
tons of carbon dioxide generated by transportation 
deaths attributable to transportation-generated air and water pollution 
health costs attributable to transportation-generated air and water pollution 
net loss of wetlands to transportation uses 
population exposed to greater than threshold noise from transportation sources 
number of serious hazardous materials incidents 
number of serious incidents/ton-miles of hazardous materials transported 

3.0 Technical Characteristics of the NTS Problem 

After having defined the NTS problem from the DOT’S policy perspective in section 2.0. 
we further define the NTS from the perspective of a technical process. In this section 
we will examine some of its technical characteristics. By “technical characteristics” we 
mean three things: the classes af problems implied by DOT’S dehition of the NTS, 

. -  
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athibutes of the NTS issues listed in section 3.2.1, and amibutes of the performance 
indicators listed in section 3.2.2. 

3.1 NTS Problem Classes 

3.1.1 Classes of Problems 
The NTS issues provided by DOT suggest certain classes of problems based on underly- 
ing NTS, or system, dynamics. These problem classes are best identified by the types of 
analyses required to examine the sets of issues they represent: steady state, quasi-steady 
state, and transient. Within the study of dynamical systems, these are classical problem 
types. They are a valid representation for the underlying perspectives necessary to iden- 
tify a feasible approach to the NTS analysis problem. 

The speciiication of a problem class for an individual issue further depnds on the time 
and spatial horizons of interest. Therefore, a problem class can be described as a func- 
tion of three elements: 

NTS CLASSES 
OF PROBLEMS 

Steady State 
Quasi-Steady State 
Transient 

problem class = f (issue time horizon, issue spatial horizon, 

dynamic variables needed to address issue) 

Steady state problems are those that can be addressed using constant dependent system 
state variables, and the system representation is often accomplished by using simple 
heuristic models that capture the “behavior” of the system (see Appendix A). Quasi- 
steady state refers to those issues requiring examination using rate related dependent 
state variables. Often the same heuristic models developed via the steady-state 
approach are applied to a quasi-steady analysis. Transient problems are those that must 
be addressed using a system representation based on both transient dependent state vari- 
ables and transient heuristic models. Because transient heuristic models are generally 
nonexistent in any field of study, this requires the identification and representation of the 
underlying physics within what is often called a “microscope simulation.” 

It should be realized that in many fields, the problems have been so monumental regard- 
ing a system’s dynamics that the analyst has had little choice but to make steady-state or 
quasi-steady assumptions. It is only in recent times that computational power has 
grown to the point where we can begin to investigate systems exhibiting “complex7’ 
dynamic behavior. We will further discuss the issue of complexity in section 4.2. 

3.1.2 Examples of Problem Classes 
The issue concerning the “Ability of the system to support national economic develop- 
ment and expansion” might be viewed as either a steady state or quasi-steady state prob- 
lem. If the analyst’s concern is at the national level (e.g., Gross National Product or 
employment level as a function of NTS Performance Indicators) during the next decade, 
he is likely to make assumptions like the following: fix the population size (dependent 
demand state variable) at years 0 and 10, and hold regional populations, national high- 
way and intermodal facility locations (independent supply state variables) canstant 
tbrmghout the decade. This issue can now be addressed using a steady-state model rep- 
resentation due to the combination of long time horizon, large spatial coverage and con- 
stant dependent and independent system state variables. If the analyst was confident 
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about his national population estimates, but unsure about the regional level population 
and internodal facility dynamics, he would have to employ a quasi-steady state system 
which represented the transient behavior of the independent state variables. 

An example of an issue falling into the transient problem class is the “Impact of natural 
disasters and military emergencies.” In a ~ ~ t ~ r a l  disaster, the time horizon is short and 
the location is likely to be within a very specific Egion. A dependent system state vari- 
able of interest might be system throughput. Independent state variables include facility 
capacity and demand. This is clearly a transient process - a l l  of the state variables cited 
here, both dependent and independent, undergo rapid changes throughout the duration 
of the scenario. A transient analyis is required - the analyst runs the risk, for example, 
of overlooking critical bottlenecks if he employs a time averaging (quasi-steady state) 
analysis. 

3.2 

3.2.1 

NATIONAL ISSUES 
& NTS PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS 

Most require an 
understanding of 
system dynamics 

Attributes of NTS Issues & Performance Indicators 
By “attributes” we mean conceptual and network-based system characteristics. These 
include the conceptual supply, demand, planning, and execution characteristics to be 
described in section 4.1, and the effects on system throughput in the form of traffic flow, 
congestion. link and node capacities, time delays, distances, costs, modal preferences, 
etc. 

Issue Attributes 
Overall NTS eficiency is a function of performance indicators. The weight assigned to 
each indicatop depends on the study question, or one’s perspective. The ability of the 
NTS to support national economic expansion andflow of international trade is related 
to transportation supply and demand relationships. For example, improving the nation’s 
north-south interstate highways will support and enhance the increased trade with Mex- 
ico and Canada tesulting from the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). 
Effect of tradeflow changes on port capacity, and highway and rail capacity focuses on 
changes in freight traffic 5ow and methods for increasing or rerouting this flow to 
achieve desired throughput. Improving intermodal connections refers primarily to 
reducing the delay associated with transferring fiom one mode to another. Integration 
of metropolitan travel into the national network implies identification and connection of 
multimodal traffic flow across metropolitan boundaries frodto the national network. A 
primary technical concern is connecting urban and national networks of different fidel- 
ity. Congested travel in intercity corridors suggests traffic flaw and capacity analyses 
similar to those being studied within metropolitan areas (e.g.. using TRANSIMS). 
Impact of fuel shortages, taxes, price increases and other user charges a l l  pertain to 
traveler cost functions and the effect they have on individual traveler and business goal 
achievement. The effects of truck size and weight regulations suggest changes in traffic 
flow, roadway deterioration, incidents, and air quality as well as the impact these have 
on demand (e.g., use of alternative modes of transportation). Opportunities to improve 
national environmental quality Equires analysis of traffic congestion, facility location. 
and the relative impact each mode, and its supporting infrastructure, has on land, air and 
water mources. Changes in safety effect throughput and travel costs as well as traffic 
incidents (e.g.. federally mandated maximum speed limits). The impact of natural 
disasters and military emergencies requires analysis of sudden changes in link and node 
capacities, and unusual demand for alternative facilities as traffic is rerouted. 
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3.2.2 Performance Indicator Attributes 
The DOT has specified over 40 performance indicators - these mutliply quickly depend- 
ing on the level of disagreggation required. Because of their large number, and for rea- 
sons having to do with differences between traditional transportation analysis and our 
solution approach (section 4.0), these indicators are categorized according to inherent 
static and dynamical characteristics. Static attributes refer to indicators whose values 
remain constant over most national transportation issue time horizons. Dynamic indi- 
cators are those whose values may vary during a study question’s time horizon, or are 
dependent on dynamic transportation measures l i i  traffic flow, congestion, intermodal 
transfer time, etc. Those marked with an asterisk fall into either category depending 
upon their method of calculation. 

Slatic Performance Indicators. 

value of goods moved* 

cost of shipment * 
incidents of assault and theft 

population within 1/4 mile of scheduled public transportation 

population within 20 miles (or l/’2 hour) of access to intercity transportation 

numbex of cities without scheduled, daily intercity for-hire service, by 

population category 

number of cities without direct access to port of embarkation for international 

seMce, by population category 

share of US Overseas passengers who can enter/exit country directly from 

their home metropolitan area 

lifetime risk of death in system use compared to other causes* 

Metime risk of serious injury in system use compared to other causes* 

net loss of wetlands due to transportation uses 

population exposed to greater than threshold noise from transportation sources* 

surveys of service adequacy 
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4.0 

TRANSIMS’ 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
TRANSPORTATION 
COMMUNITY: 

A conce tual framework 
and applcation of CAS 
at the urban system level 

Dvnamic Performance Indicators. 

speed of movements 

standard deviation of speed of movements 

dwell time during movements 

time delayed due to incidents and congestion 

out-of-vehicle time during movements involving a for-hire-link 

average hours per day devoted to travel 

number of transpartation system deaths 

number of transportation system serious injuries 

health cost of injuries 

transportation accident property damage and loss 

all environmental indicators, except the two listed above 

elapsed time to deploy defense force assets . . . 
total person-day and ton-day delay in defense deployment profile times . . . 
impact of transportation system delays on mission of deployed defense force . . 

The TRANSIMS Approach to the Metropolitan 
Transportation Problem 

After having described the NTS problem in sections 2.0 and 3.0, we briefly describe 
some of the fundamental concepts provided by TRANSIMS. In section 5.0 we will 
apply these concepts in a NTNAC solution. 

TRANSIMS introduced two concepts to the transportation community in 1993. One 
was an analytical decomposition of large scale transportation system dynamics and the 
other was the application of complex adaptive systems (CAS) science to metropolitan 
transportation system analysis. Together, they provided a new way of analyzing large 
scale transportation problems - at least at the metropolitan level. Prior to this, the trans- 
portation community relied on the traditional Urban Transportation Modeling System, 
a the “4 Step Method.” In general, the TRANSIMS’ concepts did away with many of 
its long standing static. linear, and deterministic assumptions. Instead of a top-down, 
analytical modeling approach largely based on fitting statistical models to static or aver- 
aged empirical data, TRANSIMS constructed a representation fiom the bottom-up. In 
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this approach global traffic dynamics emerge from local interactions among individual 
travelers and theii environment. In sections 4.1 and 4.2 we briefly describe both con- 
cepts. 

4.1 A Conceptual Framework - Analytical Decomposition of Large Scale 
Transportation System Dynamics 
The TRANSIMS project introduced a conceptual framework based on a new partition of 
the transportation problem. It decomposed the problem into the five modules Shawn in 
figure 1: Supply, Demand, Plan, Execute, and Analysis. This decomposition separates 
the multiple time scales and local decision making processes inherent to the problem. 
In addition to the advantages described in the next section, this partition improves both 
computational efficiency and understanding of a large, interconnected transportation 
system. 

micro 
dynamics 

intermediate 
dynamics EXECUTE D 

ma? 
dynamlcs PLAN 

D 

D 
DEMAND 

ANALYSIS 

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework of Large Scale Transportation System Dynamics 

This framework provides insight into the underlying dynamics of any large scale trans- 
portation system. Without this understanding, transportation planners and policy makers 
cannot, for example, accurately assess the impact of new facilities, technology, or natu- 
ral disasters on the averall efficiency of the system. Each module is described generi- 
cally below. Specific application of each to the NTS is described in the section 5.2. 

4.1.1 Supply 
The Supply component is the transportation infrastructure, to include carriers and inter- 
modal transfer facilities, upon which the users travel. It is a source of input data to the 
Plan and Execute modules, and interacts with the Demand module over long time scales 
according to economic supply and demand principles. 
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4.1.2 Demand 
The Demand component is the “Who. What, When & Where” of the transportation 
problem. It addresses “who” the users of the system are: individuals, households, busi- 
nesses, commodities, military, etc; “what” activities the users need to perform: work, 
shopping, delivery, manufacturing, deployment, etc; “when” the activities need to be 
performed; and “where” the activities need or can be performed. This module is a 
source of input to the Plan component. and interacts with the Supply module over long 
time scales according to economic supply and demand principles. 

4.1.3 Plan 
The Plan component is the “How” of the transportation problem. It addresses “how” the 
users plan to traverse the system over intermediate time scales on a low fidelity network 
provided by the Supply component. This includes determination of routes and modes. 
at the level at which planning actually occurs (e%.. individual traveler, cammercial fleet 
schedulers, and central military planners), based upon assumptions concerning conges- 
tion, link speeds, intermodal transfer times, and travel goals and mode preferences. 
This module is a source of input to the Execute component which, in-turn, is an input 
source to the Plan component. It is within this plan-execute-replan iterative feedback 
process that critical real-world intermediate dynamics are represented. 

4.1.4 Execute 
The Execute compen t  is the “What Happened’ of the transportation problem. It 
addresses “what happened” when the travelers attempted to execute their travel plans 
under micro time scales on a high fidelity network provided by the Supply component. 
“What” each traveler experiences usually differs from what is assumed in the planning 
function. For example, a travel plan may be based upon traveling the speed limit along 
certain links. Unexpected congestion may OCCUT due to other travelers making similar 
assumptions resulting in slower than expected link traversal times and failure to satisfy 
plan travel time goals (e.g.. a late delivery). This new information is “learned” by the 
traveler in the form of iterative feedback to the Plan module and provided to the t i p  
plan function for replanning. The Execute component is a s o w e  of input for both the 
Plan and Analysis components. 

4.1.5 Analysis 
The Analysis component is the “Why and What if“ of the transportation problem. It 
enables the analyst to address “why,” for example, is the throughput of the system so 
low as evidenced by the slow speed of many commodity shipments. the long out-of- 
vehicle time for certain populations, and other suboptimal performance indicators? 
‘’What if“ an efficient truck-rail intermodal facility were built at location X? Would 
these same performance indicators improve, or would this facility become a bottleneck 
resulting in even less throughput? If these. indicators initially improve. will they eventu- 
aUy return to their original values, or possibly worse values, due to user learning and 
adjustment? This is the analyst’s tool for evaluating system performance and testing 
alternative solutions. 

4.2 Complex Adaptive Systems 
Our understanding, or lack of understanding, of many phenomena in nature may be due 
to their complex and adaptive behavior. In the last 15 years people from a variety of dis- 
ciplines have come together to study this behavior in physical and social systems. Ideas 
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surrounding intelligent agents, goal seeking behavior, agent-agent and agent-environ- 
ment interaction, adaptation and emergence are being studied under the headings of 
Complexity, Sciences of Complex Systems, and Complex Adaptive Systems. Many of 
these ideas have already been tested and applied successfully to metropolitan transporta- 
tion systems by TRANSIMS. Many are applicable to the NTS as well. In this section 
we pose a fundamental question concerning the mystery of complex systems. We then 
describe a Complex Adaptive System (CAS) and its application in TRANSIMS. 

At a recent Santa Fe Institute lecture, a fundamental question was asked, 

How do large networks with 

simple components, 

8 limited communication among components, 

no central control, and 

simple rules of operation 

give rise to complex behavior? 

What is a “complex system?” A system can be considered complex if its collective 
behavior is predominated by interactions among the components, irrespective of the 
detail associated with either the system’s internal structure or its components. Adapta- 
tion refers to changes in the system’s interaction strategies. The ability to adapt permits 
the complex system, and possibly each component, to improve its performance. The 
critical idea surrounding the emergence of complex behavior is the system’s ability to 
create new structures and properties; i.e.. the potential system components possess to 
generate global structures purely from local interactions. 
In TRANSIMS the critical components, or intelligent agents, are the individual travel- 
ers. “Intelligence” is the ability to make decisions on the basis of rules, and to modify 
those rules in the presence of new information. Individual traveler trip plans m gener- 
ated from routing algorithms based on time optimization goal functions, or a set of 
rules. Function parameter values, like link speeds, are established based on previous 
experience (Le., agent-link interactions) and updated after each new experience in 
TRANSIMS’ iterative plan-execute-replan feedback process. An important global sys- 
tem behavior that emerges from this adaptive process is collective travel demand - the 
sum total of the transportation users desires to use specific facilities at specific times. 
The ability to generate emergent behavior, and trace it back to its nonlinear, dynamic 
roots, is what was lacking in the transportation community before TRANSIMS was 
built. 

How does one represent agents, agent-agent interaction, adaptation and emergence? 
What mechanism, or algorithmic engine, can produce such high order systems? Cer- 
tainly not the analytical approaches or models still used by most of the transportation 
community. Simulations are required. Large scale (complex) transportation systems 
can only be studied through computer simulation due to its capacity to handle the mag- 
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nitude of parallel decision making and interaction processes and. perhaps most impor- 
tantly, to generate relations that are not explicitly encoded. 

The CAS and simulation research communities are actively seeking a better understand- 
ing this new science: the notions discussed above. a firm mathematical foundation, and 
unifying priciples which span the range of natural phenomena exhibiting complex and 
adaptive behavior. 

5.0 Application of the TRANSIMS Approach to the NTS 
Problem 

TRANSIMS’ contributions to the metropolitan transportation problem are novel and 
relevant. Relevancy is evident by the fact that it is gaining acceptance within the trans- 
portation community. In fact, one of the project’s underlying goals is to change the way 
transportation researchers and planners analyze transportation problems in general. If 
the TRANSIMS approach truly represents a fundamental change in transportation anal- 
ysis, it should also be applicable at other transportation system levels as well. 

In section 5.1, we begin by summarizing the TRANSIMS concepts which extend to the 
NTS. We then discuss the ultimate representational objective of our NTS solution in 
section 5.2. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 describe the utility of TRANSIMS’ conceptual frame- 
work and CAS idea, respectively, to the NTS problem. 

5.1 Summary 
A ‘TRANSIMS-like“ solution to the NTS problem can be summarized as follows: 

NTS: 

A hierarchical CAS 
comprised of individual 
CAS(@ at each node 

The underlying umceptual framework - the analytical decomposition of large scale 
transportation system dynamics - introduced by TRANSIMS, is the same framework 
h m  which to analyze the NTS. 
National level issues will cause the “front-end” of the conceptual framework (Sup- 
ply-Demand-Plan, and the feedback processes among them) to be exercised more 
than the the Execution component. This is in contrast to the shorter term metropoli- 
tan issues addressed by TR4NSIMS. 
Applying the descriptive definition of a Complex Adaptive System (CAS) provided 
in section 4.0, both metropolitan transportation systems and the NTS are CAS(s). 
TRANSIMS’ single CAS representation of an urban region must be extended to a 
hierarchical set of CAS($ .  Each modal system of the NTS is, in itself, a CAS; these 
“sub-CAS(s)” are coupled physically at network nodes and informationally through 
user multimodal planning processes. 
NTS network fidelity within the Execute component must be variable - and possibly 
dynamic to account for boundary conditions between high fidelity nodes and lower 
fidelity links, and national issues which involve sudden changes in link densities 
from free flow tr&c to congestion. 
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Coupled nonlinear dynamic systems, such as those embedded in TRANSJMS and 
the NTS. may exhibit behavior that can only be identified through the study of their 
integrated representation. 

5.2 Objective. 
A fundamental difference between TRANSIMS and the transportation community’s “4 
Step Method” is representation of system dynamics. While TRANSIMS explicitly 
addresses this phenomenon, the “4 Step Method” essentially assumes it away. Given 
the recent contributions of TRANSIMS and the preponderance of national issues and 
performance indicators requiring dynamic analyses of intermodal systems, the N’TNAC 
solution must have the dynamic intermodal movement of goods and people as its princi- 

NTNAC OBJECTIVE: 

Represent the ple representational objective. intermodal movement 
of goods and people 

Dynamic traffic flow is required for certain classes of problems that cannot be satisfac- 
torily addressed using steady state methods. These problems include complex intercity 
congestion dynamics beginning at urban nodes and spilling back onto inteIcity links; 
increasing intermodal demand and facility stress due to the proliferation of Just-In-Time 
policies; safety issues concerning the use of Long Commercial Vehicles; and environ- 
mental issues concerning oversized and poorly regulated Mexican trucks operating 
within the U.S. under NAFTA. All of these questions are time and space dependent. 
They involve time and space constraints, time delays, variable carrier velocities, uncer- 
tain intermodal connections and transfers, driver reaction times, carrier acceleration pro- 
files, etc. Traditional transportation modeling and analysis techniques are based on 
steady state, or equilibrium, models built and validated to reproduce data collected over 
very shod time intervals; this data is essentially a “snapshot,” or an instantaneous view, 
of a portion of the system under study. Thus, only a subset of the DOT specified perfor- 
mance indicators can be addressed. A NTNAC solution must explicitly address both the 
dynamic and static NTS performance indicators. 
The generation of dynamic traffic flow can only be accomplished if one goes to the 
causal level - the level at which travel decisions are made. Individual establishments 
(households, businesses and governments) make travel decisions based on travel goals, 
limited knowledge of the transportation system, and experience. These travel decisions 
take the form of travel plans. As travelers and commodity shippers attempt to execute 
their plans, they find themselves having to conform to both the constraints imposed by 
the physical tramportation infrastructure as well as those created by other travelers 
attempting to execute their own plans. It is here, where travelers, shippers, the military, 
etc. interact, and learn to adapt over time, that macro level dynamic travel flows emerge. 

Only one other group has addressed the NTS analysis problem at national spatial and 
temporal scales. This, however. is yet another static approach - one based on the collec- 
tion of supply and demand data and use of Geographic Information Systems to view the 
data from many difterent perspectives. While this is a critical capability. it ignores those 
transportation issues that require knowledge of transportation dynamics. 
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TRANSIMS’ 
DECOMPOSITION 

TION SYSTEM: 
OF A TRANSPORTA- 

5.3 Application of TRANSIMS’ Conceptual Framework The Analytical 
Decomposition of a Large Scale mnsportation System 
The NTS can be decomposed into the conceptual framework described in section 4.1. 
This decomposition captures the dynamics, goal-seeking behavior, adaptivity, and mul- 
tiple time and spatial scales of the system. 

A general description of the conceptual framework, the decomposition of large scale 
transportation systems into five components, is found in section 4.1. Here we discuss 
how the NTS fits in this framework. We begin with figure 2’s extension of TRANSIMS’ 
(current) single mode and single user (individual automobile travelers) metropolitan 
transportation system. Recall that from a “birds-eye” view, urban areas are simply 
nodes within the larger NTS. As one “flys in” closer, the urban nodes become the 
highly detailed urban networks addressed by TRANSIMS. The NTS network structure, 
then, is hierarchical - with urban, and other nodal. dynamical systems embedded within 
the national system. 

EXECUTE ANALYSIS 

Applicable to the NTS 
and metropolitan systems 

t 
SUPPLY 

Energy Resources 

network 8 m’ers 
Rail network 81 camels 
Air netwok 8I caniels 

Pipeline network 

political, ... 
network 81 camels P 4- 

Figure 2. Extending TRANSIMS’ Conceptual Framework for the NTS 

5.3.1 Supply 
The Supply component provides a netwark based representation of the NTS infrastruc- 
ture. Links. nodes and all required attributes for the national highways. rail, air, inland 
and intercoastal waterways, and pipelines must be included. The fidelity, or level of 
attribute detail, remains to be determined. Because simulations generally require more 
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5.3.2 

network fidelity than traditional transportation models, it is likely that significant quanti- 
ties of attribute data will not be available. The Supply component also provides carrier 
data: trucks, governmental and business automobiles and vans, locomotives and rail 
cars, ahraft, and water vessels. Attribute data associated with these carriers includes 
owner, home location, weight, dimensions, capacity, commodities carried, fuel type, 
fuel consumption. maximum velocity, and engine characteristics. Facility data, usually 
associated with network nodes, are also provided by this component. Facility data 
includes location. modes serviced, carrier and commodity capacities, and type and char- 
acteristics of materiel handling)switching equipment. Finally, energy resources 
required to m the carriers and facilities should be considered part of the Supply com- 
ponent. This includes primarily petroleum and electricity. These resources should not 
be assumed “inhitely available,” as in TRANSIMS, because of the strong dependency 
between transportation and energy, and national level issues concerning the two. 

The Supply component in figure 2 displays land use, and multiple modal networks and 
carriers joined together through intermodal facilities, all overlaid on enew resources. 
In summary, the NTS Supply component must be capable of providing the Plan and 
Execution components with network links. nodes, carriers, intermodal facilities. and 
energy resources, at appropriate levels of fidelity. 

Demand 
The Demand component provides the travelers and establishments with their fixed or 
initial locations. the commodities they own. the activities they perform, and where/when 
they want to move the commodities or perform their activities. NTS travelers are indi- 
viduals belonging to households or group quarters (e.g., military barracks or college 
dormitories). Their attributes include demographic characteristics, activities to be per- 
formed, travel goals, and mode preferences. Establishments are businesses and govern- 
mental organizations with services to perform and people or commodities to be moved 
(Le., business activities). Transportation demand information often comes in the form 
of Origin-Destination (OD) matrices with origins and destinations (by type) in the rows 
and columns. and quantities of people or commodities (by activity or commodity type) 
in the cells. The person and commodity quantities must then be disaggregated down to 
individuals and commodity units (e.g.. tons) which are then placed at speciik initial 
locations. It is critical that the Demand component employs methods which reduce the 
aggregated exogenous demand data to the level of resolution required by the Plan and 
Execute components. 

The Demand component in figure 2 separates the activity demands of the different seg- 
ments of transportation users: private and other type households, business establish- 
ments, and governmental establishments. The output of these demand modules feeds 
their unique trip planning functions. 

Recall that demand data evolves over long time scales. As envisioned in TRANSIMS, 
feedback from the Plan component, in the form of unattainable travel goals, will con- 
tribute to travel demand adaptation. For example, new/* transportation infrastruc- 
ture (supply) results in activity locations being morebess accessible. This accessibility. 
or lack thereof, impacts various segments of the population and business community in 
diff’erent ways. Better accessibility provided by new infrastructures (e.g., a new inter- 
modal facility) will encourage certain businesses to ship commodities along Werent 
routes or on different modes. Likewise, poor accessibility (e.g., to employment oppor- 
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PLAN-DEMAND & 
SUPPLY-DEMAND 
FEEDBACK: 

These couplings must 
be included in any 
re resentation of the 
NFS 

5.3.3 

tunities) will encourage subpopulations to change household locations to areas of better 
accessibility. This long term interaction can be captured in iterative feedback between 
the Plan and Demand components, and the Supply and Demand components. TRAN- 
SIMS has not (yet) addressed this portion of the transportation problem. Considering 
the many other important, shorter term issues at the metropolitan level, this representa- 
tional capability has been set aside for future development. National level issues, how- 
ever, are longer term in nature and more dependent on the Plan-Demand and Supply- 
Demand relationships. Our NTNAC will have to develop feedback methodologies 
fairly soon in the development process. Identification of the specific attribute or param- 
eter values, which are critical to the coupling of these components, is the first step in this 
developmental process. 

Plan 
The Plan component generates travel plans for individual travelers, individual business 
establishments, and governmental organizations. These plans specify departure times, 
modes, use of specific intermodal sites, and arrival times. All are derived from travel 
goals and modal preferences. Individual travelers have unique travel goals based upon 
their demographic characteristics and activity requirements. Business establishment 
travel goals are a function of industry, location, commodity type, and profit or market 
share objectives. Governmental travel goals vary depending on the particular agency. 
Figure 2 shows separate trip planning functions for each of these user types. 

Not noted on figure 2. though, are the various time delays associated with the informa- 
tion feedback from the Plan to the Demand component. The information passed back to 
the Demand component must be sent according to the user’s travel planning/decision 
cycle. For example. household travel plans are generated daily while military travel 
plans are developed over much longer time periods. Consequently, households will 
decide quickly how well the transportation infrastructure supports their needs and 
change their household or employment activity locations accordingly. The military, 
however. does not have the ability to make such radical activity decisions so quickly 
(except during national emergencies). The feedback mechanisms in our NTS solution, 
therefore, must take these time variant planning cycles into account in order to recreate 
real-world, long term system evolution processes. 

Many TRANSIMS researchers believe that individual traveler goals are dominated by 
the desire to minimize travel time. Other goals, like cost($). distance, and security, have 
been set aside despite indications from early project documents that they would be 
included. This issue has not yet been completely resolved. We should allow the TRAN- 
SIMS research in this area to proceed and incorporate their current conclusions concern- 
ing household travel into our NTNAC. Business travel goals are typically represented 
as income maximization or cost minimization. Without knowledge of proprietary 
income or market objectives, transportation models usually resort to travel cost minimi- 
zation. 

Many business travel costs (e.g.. privately negotiated track usage costs between two rail- 
roads). unfortunately. are unknown. We, like other transportation modelers, will have to 
develop generic cost functions for each of the primary commercial modal carrier types, 
by commodity type, and for intermodal transfers. 
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FREIGHT PLANNING: 

Select a small set of fleet 
algorithms and modify to 
accomodate multiple 
mode choices 

5.3.4 

Most governmental travel is probably dominated by a combination of cost($) and travel 
time minimization. Our defense deployment modeling experience is that time minimi- 
zation is the critical objective for the military. Heuristic search techniques like simu- 
lated annealing (which we employed in our Force Deployment Estimator model for the 
Joint Staff), genetic algorithms, or tabu searches can be employed in NTNAC for the 
military, post office, and other governmental agencies with large fleets, as well as in 
commercial fleet routing. 

The methods that we should employ in the Plan component are efficient mode choice 
and route finding network based algorithms. Optimal algorithms, like the Dijkstra 
methods used in TRANSIMS. can continue to be used to generate individual traveler 
and household travel plans. Existing commercial fleet routing algorithms should be 
used as a starting point for our business establishment commodity trip planning. There 
are several in the literature and most of these are tailored for specific carrier or commod- 
ity types. W e  will need to do two things with respect to f r e i i t  trip plauning: 

(1) Identify a small set of useful fleet routing algorithms that can be general- 
ized to reasonably represent the many different types of commercial carriers and com- 
modities. Perhaps these generic algorithms can be replaced over time by business or 
commodity specific algorithms but, to get an initial version of our NTNAC solution as 
quickly as possible, we will have to begin with generic commodity planning algorithms. 
A research question is, “How business or commodity specific do these mode and route 
planning algorithms need to be in order to generate robust national level performance 
indicators and other emergent behavior?” 

(2) Modify the existing algorithms to incorporate mode choice. Most are sin- 
gle mode routing algorithms - few allow for multimodal options. The primary reason 
for this is that network characteristics and constraints are mode dependent. Ether one 
must combine separate (e.g., truck fleet, rail, and air) routing schemes under one macro 
objective function, or new generic (almost mode independent) algorithms must be 
developed. The former approach is obviously computationally intensive due to the large 
network path solution space. but it is also more representative of real-world planning 
processes. 

Execute 
The Execute component attempts to move carriers and commodities according to the 
individual trip plans provided by the Plan component, within the physical constraints of 
the network. From a complex adaptive system representational perspective, overall sys- 
tem delay originates at the high fidelity. short time scales of carrier-carrier and carrier- 
environment level. The planned departure times, mode and route usage, and arrival 
times in each travel plan are based upon assumptions concerning the transportation 
environment: Le.. infrastructure constraints, levels of service. and congestion. The exe- 
cution of these plans either validates or invalidates these assumptions. When an 
assumption is invalidated. this information is fed back to the Plan component for use in 
the next iteration of trip planning. Figure 2 displays the trip plan input from multiple 
users, the information feedback to each of the user planning functions, as well as the 
final output for analysis. Similar to the feedback process described in the preceding sec- 
tion between the Plan and Demand components, the Execution feedback to the Plan 
component must account for the different user planning cycles. 
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TRANSMS is primarily concerned with congestion on links. Metropolitan traffic 
throughput (emergent behavior) is largely a function of time dependent congestion 
along links. In contrast, NTS links generally experience free-flow traffic conditions. 
Interstate freeways in the western half of the nation, and rail, river and air links are typi- 
cally uncongested. There are exceptions to this. Along northeast intercity highways 
and during periods of environmental disasters (e.g., severe snowstorms. hurricanes, or 
floods like those in the midwest during 1993). national highways. railways, and water- 
ways can become severely congested or blocked. But, overall, NTS throughput is more 
dependent on traffic delays at nodes, rather than along links. The Execute component, 
therefore, must be capable of (1) efficiently simulating free-flow traffic along links 
(which suggests a lower fidelity than, for example, TRANSMS’ current cellular autom- 
ata approach), and (2) representing carrier-canier and carrier-environment interactions 
at NTS nodes. 

NTS nodes include cities. airports, seaports, truck-rail intermodal facilities, and large 
special attractors/generators (e.g.. military bases. universities, and parks). One d the 
more difficult technical challenges we face is simulating the many different kinds of 
nodes across the nation. The Plan component can simply represent them as delay and 
cost functions. The Execute component,though, must represent these nodes in much 
more detail. For LANL to design, build, maintain separate simulations for each airport, 
seaport. truck-rail internodal facility, etc. is not a task we should accept. The best 
approach may be a composable simulation architectue similar to that of LANL’s Join- 
aim project. In this approach to simulation development, object repositories house 
actors, terrain, and other environmental objects which can be selected and brought 
together in a single, unified architecture tocompose separate simulations. This concept 
has particular appeal for NTS nodal simulations. For example, airport features like run- 
ways, terminals, gates, refueling trucks. and parking facilities can be represented in 
generic software objects and used to build any airport in the country. 

Simulation network fidelity 
must be variable and, 
sometimes, dynamic 

Another simulation challenge. on par with simulating nodes, is representation of links 
that are congested. Certain ~ t i o n a l  transportation issues are concerned with growing, 
or natural disaster induced. congestion along links. For example, the DOT has a respon- 
sibility to recommend i n t e r m d  solutions to multi-state, intercity congestion. 
Throughput in these regions of the country is a function of both node and link conges- 
tion. This implies a capability to simulate links efficiently under free-flow conditions, 
and a capability to simulate links under more computationally intensive congested con- 

NTS NETWORK FIDELITX ditions. In fact, the ideal simulation would have the ability to recognize when link den- 
sity had reached the point at which it could influence the emergent system behavior of 
interest, and then alter network fidelity “on-the-fly,” or dynamically. While not neces- 
sarily recommending the use of a cellular automata (CA) approach at the national level, 
it does demonstrate this concept of “dynamic variable fidelity.” Under free-flow condi- 
tions, the sue of a CA highway cell could be miles in len@ and the time step could 
have a long duration. As congestion increases, the regularly monitored ratio of volume- 
tocapacity W/C) would trigger a shrinkage in cell size and a reduction in the time step. 
In this way the simulation could run fast and would increase it computation only when 
required. This dynamic capability is particularly useful for resolving node and S i  
boundary conditions - where national highways gradually become more congested as 
they approach metropolitan mas. This variable, or dynamic capability, is necessary in 
order to integrate the hierarchy of urban and national dynamic systems (i.e., NTS and 
TRANSIMS’ network representations). 
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5.3.5 Analysis 
The Analysis component provides the user with a “backend” capability to observe the 
(virtual) NTS at any level of interest - from the transfer of truck trailers onto rail flat cars 
at a truck-rail intermodal facility, to system plots of annual commodity movement 
speeds and standard deviations. It also serves as a “front-end” to the entire NTNAC - it 
is the tool for designing a scenario and altering specifk supply or demand attributes for 
“what-if“ analyses. It is a set of data mining tools that can identify and display emer- 
gent system behavior as well as performance indicator values. 

There is one last, but important, comment to be made concerning figure 2. The nature 
of the issues raised at the national level are different from those at the metropolitan lev- 
els. By their shorter term nature, many metropolitan questions require the use of the 
Execution component, and the output of the plan-execute-replan process. NTS issues 
are broader and have longer time horizons. Therefore, NTS analyses will not require 
the use of the Execution component as much as urban transportation analysis but. 
instead, will focus on the Supply-Demand-Plan end of the analytical framework. 

5.4 Application of CAS Concepts 
The NTS is a complex, adaptive socio-technical system characterized by multiple users 
with different goals and decision-making processes. by physical and behavorial dynam- 
ics at various spatial and temporal scales, and by embedded non-linear, stochastic p r e  
cesses. This is not a conjecture - it is a statement of facts. Based on these facts, it would 
seem reasonable to hypothesize the following: 

1. Quasi-steady state and transient collective behavior is predominated by carrier- 
carrier and carrier-facility interactions at NTS nodes and certain NTS links; 

2. NTS intelligent agents are not only the individuals and households represented 
in TRANSIMS. but private and public establishments are intelligent agents as well. 
Commercial businesses, governmental agencies, and military organizations “intelli- 
gently” plan and execute trip plans. and adapt their behavior according to changing con- 
ditions; 

3. NTS adaptive processes include shifts in populations and business markets due, 
for example, to the inability of households and businesses to satisfy their long-term per- 
sonal and business goals because of inadequacies in accessibility provided by the trans- 
portation infrastructure. Similarly, shorter-term travel goals and mode preferences are 
subject to adaptation due to the inability to move from point A to point B because of 
congestion along transportation links, or at nodes; and 

4. Simulation is requhed for the NTNAC in order to represent the small temporal 
and spatial dynamics which drive national level quasi-steady state and transient NTS 
perfmance indicators, and other emergent system behavior. 

For most of the same reasons TRANSIMS adopted the CAS approach, NTS should do 
the same-. Only when the computational burden becomes overwhelming, or a better rep- 
resentational approach arises. should the concepts of CAS be abandoned. 
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5.5 

NTS RESOLUTION: 

Resolution must be at the 
establishment and carrier 
level 

Resolution, Fidelity & Time Scale 
Important design considerations in any new model or simulation are the time scales to 
be addressed, and the levels of resolution and fidelity to be represented. As stated in 
section 4.0, TRANSIMS explicitly addresses time scales through its system partition- 
ing, or decomposition. In this section we discuss all three design considerations with 
respect to the NTS. 

In order to represent traffic dynamics at the causal level, and generate travel decisions at 
the level at which they are made, the resolution of the representation must be at the 
establishment and carrier level. Not to be ignored, the customer (DOT) implicitly 
demands individual household, business and carrier resolution based on expectations 
created by the TRANSIMS project. 

Establishments generate travel plans while carriers are the tools by which they are car- 
ried out. The travel planning process. represented by establishment goals, modal prefer- 
ences and optimization algorithms, is conducted by establishments within the Plan 
component. The travel execution process. represented by a variety of carriers traversing 
the transportation network, occurs within the Execution component - the microsimula- 
tion(s). Like TRANSIMS. we will fix the resolution at the carrier and establishment 
level within the Demand, Plan and Execute components. 

As suggested earlier, fidelity must be variable at the NTS level. Like TRANSIMS. the 
Plan component requires one level of canier and network attribute detail while the Exe- 
cution component requires another, higher, level. In the current version of TRANSIMS, 
these two levels are 6x4.  Metropolitan representations appear to only require the two, 
hed levels of carrier and network detail currently used within TRANSIMS’ Plan and 
Execute components. At the national level, though, carrier and network fidelity must be 
varied within the Execution component. In most instances, national level links are 
uncongested free flow conditions exist - very little carrier interaction occurs. Under 
these conditions it would be computationally inefficient to continually microsimulate at 
high spatial and short temporal levels. Carriers must be permitted to move greater dis- 
tances in less time; i.e.. at uninterupted. high velocities. There are other instances like 
national emergency scenarios and where national links connect to metropolitan links. 
where national links can quickly become congested. In these cases. our Execution com- 
ponent representation must be able to capture the carrier interactions. This implies a 
capability to vary carrier and network fidelity dynamically. 

A critical modeling and analytical capability is the separation, but coupling, of the dif- 
ferent time scales in the transportation problem. As discussed above. this is one of the 
primary reasons for partitioning the problem into its demand, plan and execution com- 
ponents. Like TRANSIMS we need long, intermediate, and short time scales. The 
national time scales may extend over a greater range, however. As just discussed, there 
are instances when we will need to microsimulate at the second-by-second carrier 
movement level within the Execute component. The Demand component, though, will 
require a longer view than TRANSIMS’ metropolitan system - one of years or multi- 
year economic cycles - due to the nature of national level planning. 

These representational capabilities imply computation - the ability to compute at vari- 
ous levels of complexity. Computational complexity is a function of resolution, fidelity 
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and time scale. Figure 3 displays this relationship in the form of a notional 3 dimen- 
sional function. It is important to member. though, that resolution and time scale are 
discrete quantities, despite the continuous scales suggested by their axes. Fidelity may 
be continuous dependiug on the algorithmic approach employed. This picture implies 
that computation will be greatest when resolution and fidelity are high and the time 
scale is short. This OCCUIS within the Execution component when microsimulating 
nodes or congested links. 

Resolution 

4 

I I 
I I * 

intermediate 
Time Scale 

Figure 3. Computational Complexity = f (resolution, fidelity, time-scale) 

Smce many macro, long time horizon NTS issues will not require simulation, the com- 
p u t a t i d  complexity of the NTNAC may be less than that of TR4NSIMS’ metropoli- 
tan representations (due to lower network fidelity requirements and emphasis on long 
and intemediate time scales). 

6.0 Data 

6.1 Requirements 
The exogenous data Rquired to build a NTNAC that addresses national issues and NTS 
performance indicators discussed in section 2.5 are significant, to say the least. In fact, 
this has been an argument used by critics of transportation simulations for years. As 
discussed below, though. public source data is growing, and other private (but unclassi- 
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NTS DATA 
R EQUl R EM ENTS : 

T pe and quantity 

understimated - 
it is enormous 

s K ouklnotbe 

fied) sources are available in the interim. AU of these can be used in a "TRANSIMS- 
like" approach rooted in simulation. 

We divide external data requirements into those needed by each of the computational 
modules: Supply, Demand, Plan & Execute. The Supply component, by definition, is 
the receiver of all exogenous transportation infrastructure data. It must format the data 
for use by the other components. Demand is the other component requiring a significant 
amount of external data. It quires aggregate household and commercial activity and 
census data which can be converted into individual household, and commercial and gov- 
ernment establishment activities. The Plan and Execute components receive most of 
their inputs from the Supply and Demand modules, and from one another (recall the 
iterative feedback process between the two). 

More specific data requirements for each of the components are listed below. 

6.1.1 Supply 

national highway, rail, air, waterway and pipeline networks and attributes 

with mty, or lower, centroids and notional intermodal connectors (due 

to the exclusion of local roads at the national level) 

major carrier sites (rail stations, airports. ports, airports, intermodal transfer 

sites, and commodity storage locations) 

major carrier site characteristics (person/carrier/commodity capacities, materiel 

handlinghitching facilities, quantities and handling rates, usage costs) 

carrier iWentoriesBeets (business and government autos and vans. trucks, 

rail cars and locomotives. airplanes and jets, barges and other inland and 

intercoastal vessels, pipelines) by type, business establishment, and commodity 

carrying capability 

carrier characteristics (weight, carrying capacity in volume and tons, maximum 

speed, fuel consumption and other operating costs) 

land use by type and location. and regional, state, and local boundaries (e.g.. 

NTARs, BEAS, counties, and census tracts) 

energy sources, storage and distribution facilities. and costs 
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6.1.2 Demand 

business establishments by type (SIC. STCC or 

Harmonized code) 

household census data at the census tract level, or lower 

household OD (origin-destination) data at the county level, or lower (census 

tract level p r e f e d )  

business establishment attributeddescriptions by SIC, STCC. or Harmonized 

code 

business establishment OD data at the county level, or lower 

commodity data (by SIC, STCC or Harmonized codes) by tonnage, dollar value, 

business establishment and business establishment area 

major carrier schedules (rail, air, and water vessel fleets) 

carrier site usage (carrier arrivals/departures, emplanements/deplanements, 

major attractor and generator locations (by type; e.g.. military bases, ~ t i o n a l  

parks and universities) 

6.1.3 Plan 

national bighway. rail, air, waterway and pipeline networks (provided by the 

Supply component) 

household and business establishment OD data (provided by the Demand 

component) 

person, household and business establishment attribute data (provided by the 

Demand component) 

6.1.4 Execute 

national highway, rail, air, waterway and pipeline networks (provided by the 

Supply component) 
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NTS DATA 
AVAILABILITY: 

Much data exists but 
significant effort is 
required to reconcile 
diverse types and 
formats 

individual traveller and business establishment commodity trip plans (pruvided 

by the Plan component) 

person, household and business establishment attribute data (provided by the 

Demand component) 

6.2 Availability 
There m many sources of data within both the public and private domains. The pri- 
mary sources for national transportation data should be the Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics (BTS), the Bureau of Census. the Commerce Department, and other federal 
and state agencies because we intend our NTNAC products to be “open” - i.e.. available 
to all federal, state and local agencies and transportation researchers. Reliance on pro- 
prietary data will only limit the use of our tools and inhibit model improvement. Until 
all required data becomes available, though, organizations like the American Trucking 
Associations. Association of American Railroads and various private data warehouses 
will need to be used. 

The primary source for ~ t i o n a l  transportation facilities is BTS’s National Transporta- 
tion Atlas Databases (NTAD). The current version is NTAD96. This compilation of 
datasets also includes political and economic boundaries. The NTAD96 includes the 
following data sets: 

Highway network - N”N2 

Railnetwork - RAILZM 

Airnetwork - AIRWAY 

Waternetwork - WKERWAY 

H.ighway/Rail transfer sites - AUTORAMP, TOFC 

Airports - AIRPORT 

Waterports - PORT 

States - STATE 
Counties - COUNTY 
Bureau of Ecomomic Analysis regions - BEA 

National Transportation Analysis Regions - NTAR 
Note: The NTAD96 does not include a national pipeline database. 
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7.0 

Appendix B. Available Freight Data Bases, contains eight tables describing 35 supply 
and demand freight related databases. These tables describe the scope of coverage, 
mode type, level of geographic resolution, commodity classification, level of geographic 
origin-destination resolution. commodity characteristia (weight and/or value), modal 
equipment, system utilization, routing information. and cost data. 

Demonstration Scenario 

One of the program development commitments made in this internal LANL sponsored 
research was the production of a prototype NTNAC demonstration in 1998. The intent 
of this demonstration is to provide insight into the NTS problem, highlight algorithmic 
approaches, and to display a partial, but promising, NTNAC solution. The hope, of 
course. is that the primary target of the demonstration - the DOT - wil l understand the 
relevance of the work behind the demonstration and agree to fund further development 
based on its potential to satisfactorily address their ~ t i o n a l  transportation issues and 
C0IltXrIl.S. 

In section 7.1 we outline criteria for a successful D(TT demonstration. In section 7.2 we 
describe the scenario to be used in the demonstration. In section 7.3 we show how this 
scenario satisfies the criteria. 

7.1 Criteria 
The following demonstration criteria were developed on the basis of discussions with 
DCYI’, and the desire to integrate NTS and TRANSIMS research efforts. 

Relevance (to the DCTT) 

Spatial Scope - larger than any single MPO’s or State’s area of responsibility 

Multimodalism - includes two or more modes 

Intermodalism - integrates the different modes 

Links toTRANSIMS 

Explicitly Addresses Freight 

Availability of Data 

7.2 Scenario Selection 
The scenario that most closely satisfies the criteria is what we call, ‘The I35 NAFTA 
Demo.” 

7.2.1 Background 
Since the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). trade between the US and 
Mexico has increased. During 1996.11,OOO Mexican trucks arrived at our borders each 
day. Texas is the primary state of entry and departure for US-Mexico commodities. The 
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Laredo border crossing alone handles 70-80% of all rail and truck traffic between the 
two countries. Laredo also processed 900,OOO Mexican trucks during 1996. 

Under the NAFTA, Mexican trucks were supposed to be allowed free access to the 
nation’s border states of Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and California in December 
1995. Due to pressure applied by various special interest groups and the General 
Accaunting office, Resident Clinton imposed, and has maintained. a ban on this con- 
troversial open borders trucking provision. Concerns are that these trucks are too heavy, 
unsafe, environmentally unsound, and would hurt the American trucking industry. The 
trucks weigh up to 150.000 pounds - far exceeding the 80.000 pounds maximum permit- 
ted in only some US states. Safety advocates claim that Mexican trucks are three times 
as old as U.S. vehicles, are rarely inspected as often or as well as U.S. trucks, do not 
carry requkd insurance for operating in the U.S.. and that their drivers are not required 
to have the same training or drug and alcohol testing. Ewironmentalists charge that 
these vehicles exceed current Clean Air Act standards. With 11,OOO Mexican trucks 
potentially entering the U.S. each day, the Teamsters Union argues that thousands of 
well-paid U.S. truckers would be replaced by Mexican truckers earning as little as $7 
per day. Under the current ban. Mexican trucks are limited to border areas where their 
cargo is transferred to American trucks. 

Supporters for lifting the ban include the governors of the border states and the Ameri- 
can Trucking Associations (ATA). Both groups see further economic growth in the 
form of trucking and rail-related jobs (e.g.. administration, truck stop services, equip- 
ment maintenance and software development). They also view this as an opportunity to 
relieve the massive congestion occufing at chokepoints like Laredo where there are a 
total of 10 U.S. inspectors for all 900,000 Mexican trucks, and 93 total inspectors at 23 
US.-Mexico border crossings sites handling 4 million Mexican trucks annually. 

7.2.2 Description of Scenario 

The intent is to demonstrate the change in truck and rail traffic flow along the I35 corri- 
dor before and after the lifting of the U.S. ban on Mexican trucks. We will do this in 
three parts. 

In part I, we will display the current locations of business establishments throughout the 
central U.S. at the county level. The flow of freight traffic from Laredo to Duluth, Min- 
nesota (the northern end of I351 and Detroit. Michigan (the primary destination for 
Mexican goods outside of Texas and California) will be simulated as it exists today. 
This includes the American trucks entering, exiting and moving north and south along 
the full length of I35 We will also include the movement of trains generally north and 
south in the vicinity of I35, and the transfer of freight at truck-rail intermodal sites. 
Most NTS nodes will be modeled as delay functions. One, and possibly two, nodes will 
be simulated in considerably more detail. Truck and rail freight will be simulated mov- 
ing through the internal network of Dallas-Ft. Worth using TRANSIMS. If time and 
resources permit, we also hope to simulate the activity at an intermodal site located at 
San Antonio, or some other location between Laredo and Dallas-Ft. Worth. 

In part II. we will “open the gates” and permit 2oOot.. large Mexican trucks to proceed 
north from Laredo each day. Since I35 is the major highway between Laredo and cen- 
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tral Texas, most of these trucks will proceed up this route to San Antonio and Dallas-Ft. 
Worth. We will display the change in traffic flows, particularly between Laredo and 
Dallas-Ft. Worth. We will also ''zoom-in" on Dallas-Ft. Worth and show, in much 
greater detail, the effect these trucks are having on this urban area's internal traffic - 
again, using TRANSIMS. 

In part III. we will demonstrate one alternative for relieving the increased demand on 
I35 - an additional, or improved. truck-rail intermodal facility between Laredo and San 
Antonio. The idea is to show the possible changes, both good and bad, of trausfening 
freight from the Mexican trucks to U.S. rail. This would reduce the number of trucks 
entering Dallas-Ft. Worth, and increase the number turning around and heading back to 
Mexico. 

7.2.3 Criteria Satisfaction 

Relevance . This issue is relevant for numerous reasons. If the Mexican trucks are 
released into the U.S. border states, transportation planners at a l l  levels will have to 
manage rapid changes in supply and demand. At one end of the national transportation 
issues scale is the impact these trucks will have on the local areas and border states. 
Local congestion, incident (safety) management, and air quality issues all must be con- 
sidered by both local planners and national policy makers. While they are primarily 
local and state concerns, the fact that the entire southwestern part of the country is 
affected makes it a national transportation issue as well. At the other end of the scale 
are the macro issues of overall NTS efficiency, support of economic development and 
trade flows, congested intercity traflic, and intermodal improvements. DOT must 
address the impact this significant change in north-south traffic demand will have on the 
overall efficiency of the NTS. Infrastucture changes like upgrades of north-south inter- 
state highways (primarily I35) and the addition of truck-rail intermodal facilities adja- 
cent to these interstates are just a few of the supply changes that must be examined. The 
relevancy of this scenario was also confirmed when we spoke with DOT. They were 
enthusiastic and willing to support our efforts (although not financially - yet). 

al Scope. The spatial coverage of this scenario is beyond that of any single MPO 
or state - it is at the national level. Although the focus of the scenario is along I35 from 
Laredo to Dallas-Ft. Worth, we will demonstrate the ability to generate the county level 
freight demand and resulting traffic flow all along the I35 corridor from Mexico to Can- 
ada. 

MUltimodall 'sm. The ability to seamlessly integrate different modes is very important to 
DOT and their understanding of the NTS. Transportation users view the system as one 
system comprised of many modal opportunities and plan their travel accordingly. The 
use of both trucks and rail to move freight satisfies this criterion. 

Jnkrmodalia. This criterion is closely tied to multimodalism - you cannot have inter- 
modal trips without having multiple modes, and facilities to connect the modes. Inter- 
modalism is emphasized in ISTEA and is a priority of the DOT. The generation of hip 
plans that considers the time and monetary costs associated with shipping commodities 
through truck-rail intermodal facilities satisfies this criterion. The addition of a simula- 
tion of one specific intermodal facility would further enhance the demonstration. 
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s to TRANSIMS. It is important to DOT that the TRANSIMS and NTNAC repre- 
sentations are integratable. As it does in the real world, the NTS must link to the metro- 
politan areas. By building a scenario that includes Dallas-Ft. Worth, we can directly 
incorporate data, models. and the simulation from TRANSIMS’ recent Dallas case 
study. Dallas-Ft. Worth is one node in the NTS. Along with the possible simulation of 
one intermodal facility, we will demonstrate linkage to both a TRANSIMS node and 
one other detailed NTS node. 

fiplicitlv Addresses Freiok. Freight movement analysis is an area that is receiving 
increasing attention within the transportation community. There are few methods for 
characterizing and explaining how freight moves - the best algorithms, tools. and data 
are owned by individual firms are proprietary and predominately unimodal. In addition, 
this is an area that TRANSIMS needs to address. By choosing a scenario with freight as 
the focus. we can address current analytical concerns within DOT and leverage research 
efforts with the TRANSIMS team. 

Availabilitv of Di-& . There is a minimum set of real-world input data that is requhd to 
produce a believable demonstration. This data set consists of a near-complete network 
of links and nodes for each mode, business establishments by commodity type and 
(approximate) location. carriers by type and other relevant attributes, and demand data 
in the form of commodity origins an destinations is required. This minimum data set 
(for freight, and highway and rail modes) is available for the scenario. 

8.0 Summary 

Our examination of the Department of Transportation’s National Transportation System 
WS) Initiative and a National Transportation Network Analysis Capability (NTNAC) 
was conducted during the last two months of FY 1997. The objectives of the effort were 
to: 

1. Define the NTS problem; 

2. Identify problem characteristics; 

3. Describe an analytical solution based on a “TRANSIMS-like” approach; 

4. Identify data requirements and availability; 

5. Develop criteria for a scenario to be used in a prototype demonstration; and 

6. Select a scenario for the demonstration. 

In the words of the DOT, the NTS problem is simply this. 
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The Department still does not have the ability to view and analyze the Nation’s trans- 
portation system in its entirety as a single integrated, intermodal system. 

In the D(TT’s initial problem solving efforts, they identified critical national transporta- 
tion issues and system performance indicators. These issues are broad - they range fiom 
concerns about huck weights to transportation support of national economic develop- 
ment. Like many of the issues, more than half of the 4Ot NTS performance indicators 
require some form of dynamic systems analysis. Due to the nature of the issues and 
indicators, and the inherent structure of the NTS, we have identified the DOT’S national 
level analysis problems as falling into one of the following problem, or analysis, classes: 

Steady State. 

Quasi-Steady State. or 

Transient. 

Any NTNAC solution must be capable of addressing questions requiring these types of 
system analyses. This leads us to conclude that the principle objective of the NTNAC 
must be the representation of dynamic intennodal movement of goods and people across 
the nation. 

If one defines a “TRANSIMS-W’ approach to the NTS problem as (1) adopting 
TRANSIMS’ analytical decomposition of large scale transportation system dynamics, 
and (2) representing the transportation system as a CAS, then, yes, the TRANSIMS 
approach is directly applicable to the NTS problem. In fact, the NTS is a hierarchical 
CAS with complex adaptive urban transportation systems present at every metropolitan 
node within the national network. 

There are differences, thaugh. Urban and national transportation systems lead to dif6- 
cult technical issues - e.g., the multitude and diversity of simulations required for the 
NTS. the need for dynamic network fidelity, and intermodal rauting algorithms involv- 
ing highway, heavy rail, air, and water carriers owned and scheduled by a wide range of 
establishments with diffemnt trip planning concerns; and this is even before addressing 
the distinctly unique pipeline system. They each require signiscant research efforts but, 
in our opinion, they can all be resolved. 

Finally. the internal LANL research proposal for this project established a prototype 
NTNAC demonstration as a primary objective for 1998. We have identitied a scenario 
for this demonstration, called the “I35 NAFTA Demo,” which satisfies joint DCrr and 
LANL criteria for a successful program development demonstration. In our opinion, 
however, the funding provided for FY 1998 will not provide the resources required to 
gather and process the necessary data, research and implement demand disaggregation 
and intermodal routing algorithms, and develop the prototype software required to sat- 
isfy the expectations of the DOT within one year. If a primary objective of the 1998 
research effort is to secure external fun-, and an “I35 NAFTA Demo’’ is necessary to 
do this, then additional resources are r e q h d .  

The next step in the project, the first phase of our FY 1998 efforts, is to research critical 
algorithms for the Plan and Demand components. Much work has been done to solve 
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the Vehicle Routing Problem - the problem of assigning routes to multiple vehicles, 
with multiple destinations, all originating from a central location (depot), and at mini- 
mum cost without violating vehicle capacities. For our Plan component we will either 
need to modify certain existing algorithms (to accomodate inkmodalism. multiple 
commodity types, and many shippers and depots), or develop new approaches alto- 
gether. The other area of research involves the demand-plan adaptation process. As dis- 
cussed in this report, the s h e  time scale plan-execute adaptive process influences the 
longer time scale demand-plan process. This Demand-Plan coupling has not been 
tested in TRANSIMS, but is crucial to many of the national level issues the NTNAC 
must address. After these areas ~IE understood, the focus dour FY98 efforts will be to 
pull all of the data and algorithms together into a coherent NTS representation and pro- 
totype demonstration. 
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10.0 Appendix A. Averaging and The Limitations It 
Generates 

To investigate the limitations imposed by averaging, write a general expression for a 
transient scalar quantity that is position dependent. In a transportation sense, this might 
be a measwe of traffic density for example. Vector quantities could also be considered 
but we will limit ourselves to scalar information within this discussion. We can expand 
this representation in terms of dependencies. The identification of these dependencies 
may arise from observation or physical laws that are expected to capture behavior. For 
example, traffic density, p. might be a function of population density and manufacturing 
density. We will denote these as P and M mpectively so that 

The commonly used steady-state representation of Q. (1) is denoted by 

10.1 The Meaning of 'Transient" 

To investigate transient conditions, differentiate Eq. (1) with respect to time 

where the independent variables are assumed to be time dependent. EQuation (3) yields 
3 cases. or classes, of problems that can be denoted as 

2. Quas i-steady where bi ap r 0 so that dp dt = (%)(3 +(%)(3 

(%I and This umdition can be determined using steady-state characteristics, 

(&) , obtained from Eq. (2) and the growth rates for population and manufactur- 

ingasdenotedby - and - . (3 (3 
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3. Transient where * + 0 so that Eqs. (1) and (3) apply. This condition also means at  

that (g) and (&) a~ each instantaneous quantities, i.e. dependent on the instant 

in time they are determined. Thus, each Merent transient most likely requires a dif- 
ferent transient relationship. This presents a complex situation that is dif6cult to ana- 
lyze mathematically. In this case, heuristic representations as that noted by Eq. (1) 
are of little use and a transient simulation that captures the fundamental physics of 
the process in question is requjred. 

From this perspective, it is easy to understand the desire to apply the quasi-steady or 
steady-state analysis approach to any process. Determining when this approach is valid 

requires determining when * E; 0. Insight into this question can be obtained by looking 

at how the steady-state baffic density relationship denoted by Eq. (2) is obtained. 
at  

10.2 Steady or Quasi-steady Models 

Jnformation is often time or ensemble averaged to minimize the effects of random vari- 
ations or to capture the “average” behavior. By collecting data from a number of differ- 
ent locations or cities. each having merent conditions, the relationship denoted by Eq. 
(2) may be obtained. Thus, the time average traffic density can be written as 

where u is the dummy of integration. Now we wish to consider the arguements made in 
the previous section where p is replaced with the time averaged quantity p . 

The requirement placed on this time average is that the interval At must be chosen long 
enough that minor changes in the length of this time interval do not further change the 
average. For example, assume a day represents the time required to repeat a fundamen- 
tal cycle in the process. If Atp represents this controlling time period and n, the mini- 
mal number of occurrenms (cycles) required to produce an average insensitive to time, 
the minimum time for a statistically sufficient sample can be written as A b  = %Atp. 
If the time of interest in the simulation is greater than this minimum time. use of the 
time-averaged traffic density is valid. This insensitivity can be observed from the fact 
that if the time interval over which averaging is done were increased by some arbitrary 
amount of time tit, no change should be observed in the average value so that 

Hence. it can be concluded that 

~ ~~ 
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This property is one of the characteristics of a stationary process. In effect this implies 
that Eq. (2) should have been written as 

with similar changes to Fq. (3) and the discussion that followed. 

If the solution time frame desired is less than A h m  then p will reflect a sensitivity to 
time resulting from the averaging process. To analyze times shorter than Akin, the traf- 
fic density must be known with respect to its individual controlling phenomenon and on 
a time scale less than Atp. 

10.3 Spatial Averaging 

Spatial averaging requirements similar to those for temporal issues discussed above can 
be obtained and Eq. (1) might have been written as 

where f repxesents the local vector position. Spatial averaging relaxes the local charac- 
terization represented by 3. For brevity, those will not be presented here.Appendix B. 
Data Tables 
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Appendix B. Available Freight Data Bases 

11 .O Appendix B. Available Freight Data Bases 

This appendix consists of eight tables describing 35 supply and demand freight related 
databases. These tables list the scope of coverage, mode type, level of geographic res@ 
lution, commodity classification, level of geographic origin-destination resolution, com- 
modity characteristics (weight andor value), modal equipment, system utilization, 
routing information, and cost data. 
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Table B.l: Scope of Freight Databases 
Database 

Freight Transportation and Logistics Sewice (DRJJME) 

US. ImporWExportS of Merchandise on CD-ROM 

U.S. Expoas by state d origm (Census) 

Scope Of Coverage 

Regional mmuuodity traffio by barge, rail and truck compiled from several so- 

Quantity and value of mffchandse shipped W e e n  U.S. and foreign countries; weight f a  air and vessel 

Value of U.S. exports for all rnoddls weight for air and vessel 

I 1993 commodity Flow survey (CFS) I on#h%t& s h i ~ d s  in US. manufacturing, &g. wholesale and selected =tail and m i c e  establishments I 

National Tnrnspottation Statistics Annual Reprt  

U.S. Air Freight Origin TratXc Statistics (Colography) 

US. Air Carrier Traffic and Capacity fl-100) Data 

I I TRANSEARCE(Reebie) I Traffic between 183 BEAs compiled from several so- 

Activity and industry statistic: by mode 

Weight, value and number of air cargo shipments for selected top U.S. produoing industries 

Airport-to-airport domesti0 air freight tonnage for reporting US. oanieR 

ICC Carload Waybd Samplc * 
Fsight Commodity Statistics (MR) 

North A m e r i o ~  Trucking Survey (NATS) 

LIT, Commodity and Mar& How Database 

I Value of US. exports for all modc~: weight for air and v-1 I I U.S. Exports by state of origin (MISFR) 

Sample of all nil waybills for-m-ts teanimm On US. railmads meeting repohg standard 

AU commodity traffic for U.S. Class I railroads 

Truck stop sample of truck wig& pdominnntly long-haul truckload caters 

Weight, uumba Of shipmmts, and number Of pieces by traf6c lane for participating carriers 

U.S Exports and Imports T d p p e d  via C d a n  poits 

The Directory of US. Importas/Ewportem 

I Value and weight of U.S. imports and exports to foreign countries via CaosdTan ports 

I Lis Of US. CompanICs engaged in international trade, total traffic shown whea available I 

Tmck hentory  aad Use Survey (’IlUS) 

Nationwide Tmck Activity and Commodity Sulvey (NTACS) 

Port lmpoMkport Reporting Service (PIERS) 

Sample Of trucks (including pickups and v m )  registeted in each state 

Sample Of Qiyhvcekly activity for trucks (including pickups and vans) registad in cach state 

Inkmatiom1 waterbane shipments entering or exiting U.S. porta (excludmg 8omc small-volume ports) 

I Airport air freight enplaned weight for reporting U.S. citiea I I FAA Airport Activity Statistics fl-3) 

Waterborne Commr~s  and V e l  Statistics (ACOE) * 
Ship Movementa Database &Ioyd’s) 

World Sea Track Service (DRUMH) 

I Worldwide (North Amcrican) Airport Trsffic Report (ACI) I ~ i r  f r c i a  weight for ACI--LW airports I 

Weight and v-1 trips f a  all domestic end wstdwnre movements on U.S. watcrwaya or via US. p o h  

Vessel movemeuta on intematioaal trade. mu- as rqorted principal world ports 

Weight and wntainerloads for OOUUL traffic on over 700 major world tra& routes 

St La- Seaway Traffic Repxis 

Lakc carriers’ Association b u n 1  Report 

ExportsfmmManufacturiug Establishments 

Fmh Fruit and Vegetable Shipments 

Weight and number of vessel transits on the St Lnwremx *way 

Weight and number of vwsel on the Geat  Lakea reported by ICA members 

Export value and related employment for all U.S. manofaotuhg establishmenis 

Fmh fruit and vegetable weight by month collected from various 90- 

I U.S. Waterborn Genaal and Intransit Shipmwnts I Value and weight of watcrbomo trade between U.S. and forcign ports; low value shipments me cstimakd I 

Fresh Fruii m d  Vegetable Anival Totals for 23 Citiea 

Q u d Y  coal Report 

Natural Gas Mmthly 

Natural Gas Annual 

F d  fruit and vegetable weight for 23 U.S. and 4 Cansdian cities estimated fmm various sollloc8 

Weight Of coal ship- by aN US. companica which own, p w c b ,  or distribute 50,aOO toas per year 

Shipment activity for all g%mreting electric utilities and a sample of companICs &livering natural gas to consumera 

Activity for an compsnies that &lIver to comumua, handle intastatc mov-ts, or me lice& to imrnnvexport 

I Lock pkfomvrncs Monitoring Sy&m (PMS) * I Activity at locks 04 or opcratcd by the US. Army C a p s  Of Engineem I 

Petroleum Supply Monthly 

GrsinTransportathRepolt 

Shipment acffvity by survey 0fU.S. r e b ,  b k n k ,  plmt Opaators .  transportgS. and importGR 

Gram traffic and carloads compiled fmm various 80- 
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1993 Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) M I Shipment-TrueOD NTAR-NTAR Combinations [ NotIdentikd 

Freight Trampohtion and Logistics Service (DRI/MIQ 

U.S. hpo- O f  M e m A d i ~ e  on CD-ROM 

U.S. Expo& by State of Origin (Cenws) 

U.S. Exports by State of Origin (MISFR) 

US Fxporia andhports Traasshipped via Caoadien Porta 

M T v r t - M o d d h f i l e  NationaVRegional Aggregates Not Identified 

M Shipment - Modal O/D Country4J.S. Customs District Combinstions Intemetional 

M S h i p r i ~ d - T r ~ c O / D  shb&lUlw COmbindbM International 

M Shipment - True O/D State-Country Combmations Inte*national 

M S h i p n t  - Modal O/D Country-US. Customs District Combinations hlkllatiOU81 

Th Directoly 0fU.S. hportemExporkm 

National Transportation Statistics Annual Report 

U.S. Air Freight Origin TramC Statistics (Colography) 

US. A t  Carriw TramC and CapaEity p-100) Data 

M Other - Origin Activity company xntemhal 

M Transport -Modal Profile National Aggregates Not Identified 

A otha - Origin Activity us. county Domcstic & M1. 

A Transport -OD Airport-Airport Combinations Not Identified 

I Ship Movements Database (Lloyd's) I W I Transport-OD I Vessel Trip (Port-Port) 1 hlkllatiun.91 I 

FAA Ai~port Activity Statistics fl-3) 

Worldwide (North American) Airport Traffic Report ( A m  

ICC carload Waybiu sample * 

A Transport - Point Activity Airport Not Identified 

A Transport -Poi Activity Airpoli Domestic & MI. 

R Ship- - Modal O/D BEA-BEA C~mbination~ Domestic & M1. 

I Exposts from ManufactUting Establishments I N I Other-OriainActivity I state I International I 

Freight Comlodity StatiSticJ (MR) 

No& American Trucking S m e y  (NATS) 

LTL commodity and Mar& Flow Database 

Truck Inventory and Use Survey (TlUS) 

I Fm& Fruit and %@able Shipments I MC I otha-OriginActivity I state/Country I DomcstiGLIntl. i 

R Transport - Modal Profile Rcgi0~1 Aggregates Not Identified 

T Shipment - Modal True O D  City-City Combinntiom Not Identified 

T Shipment - Modal True O D  ZIp3-m CombhtioM Domestic&Intl. 

T Transport - Carrier hfile Vehicle Not Identitied 

Nationwide Truck Activity and Comm~dity Survey W C S )  

Port lmport&port Reporting Sew ice (PiERS) 

US. Waterbome Gcneral and Mransit Shipments 

Water- Co-m and Vesscl Statistics (ACOE) * 

T Transport -Carrier Profile Vehicle. Not Identified 

W Shipment - Modal O/D Port-Port (Some Sbipp/Conaignee Locations) International 

W Transport - O/D POrt-Poli Combinations Iatemational 

W Transport - Point/Subsystem Activity Poct/Waterway Segment DoxIE&ic & ML 

. .  

World Sea Trade Service (DRUIMH) 

Lock Fkrf- Monitaing System (PMS) * 
St. Lawrence Seaway Traffio Reports 

Lake Carriers' Assooiation Annual Report 

W Transport-O/D Coastal RangeCoastal Range C~mbiastions Intrmational 

W Transport - Point Activity Waterway Lock Not Identified 

W Transport - Sub-system Activii Waterway Segment D o I T m t i C  & Ml. 

W Transport - Point Activity OriginPOrtOrLake Not Identified 

Fm& h i t  and Veptable Arrival Totals for 23 Cities 

Quarterly Coal Report 

Natural Ges Monthly 

MC Transport-O/D State-City Combmtions. Domcstic &MI. 

MC Other - O D  Activity stste/cOlUlw COmbinahlS Domestic & Intl. 

MC otha-O/DActivity State/Country Combinatiom Domestic & lntl. 

Natural Ges Annual 

Wtrolenm Supply Monthly 

Grain Transportation Report 

MC Other-OJDActivity State/G~untq Cornbinatiom Domestic & Intl. 

MC TranSport-OD Region-Region (State) Combinations Not Identified 

MC otha - Commodity h l i le  Coastal Rangebock Not Identilied or MI. 



Table B.3: Commodity Information in F'reight Databases 
Commodity Clamification &eve1 of Detail) 

Database Product Producer Transport Other Commenb 

1993 Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) I I I STCC(5) I I STCC (5) for National, STCC(3) for N'lAR-NTAR I 

* 



1993 Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) 

TRANSWCH (Reebie) 

Freight Transportation and Logistics Service (DRI/ME) 

US. Impotts/Expole of Ma~handise on CD-ROM 

StabState, NIAR-NTAR Anticipated structure 

BEA-BEA A h  Canadian pmvince detail 

Region-Region For rail traffic only 

us.-country U.S. trade only 

U.S. Expoas by State of origin (Census) 

U.S. Expods by State of Origin (MISER) 

U S  Ewports and Imports Transshippd via Canadian Ports 

lk. D m  of us. Importcrs/Expotters 

State/Region-Country 

StabColUlby 

u.s.-countly 
AddresslCity 

US. detail differs for 3 data extracts 

Transshipments identified based on non-Canada shipments via Canada 

May not aspign activity w m t l y  for multi-looation companies 

I Truck Inventory anduse Survey (TIUS) I I May be inferred from =gistration state or states of operations I 

National TraasportatiOn Statistics Annual Report 

U.S. Air Feight origin Traffic Statistics (Colography) 

U.S. Air Carrier T r f i  and Capffiity (T- 100) Data 

FAA Airport Activity Statistics (T-3) 

Worldwide (North American) Airport Traffio Report (ACT) 

ICC Carload Waybill Sample * 

county of origin Colography also de6ne-s market 8 1 ~ 1 9  relative to airpoits 

May be i n f d  from &port OD 

May be infd from airport origin 

May be inferred fmm airport origin 

BEA-BEA hlkIUltiOMl shipIllCUk3 W identified 

Freight Commodity Statistics (MR) 

North American Trucking Survey (IiATS) 

LTL Comrmdity and Market Flow Databass 

I I May be inferred from port of lading looation I I Lake Carriers’ Association Annual Report 

2 US. Regions 

City-City 

Regions bascd on railroad headquartas, m t  operations. 

nF3-zIF3/Fo~gnArea 

Nationwide Truck Activity and Commodity Survey (NlACS) 

PortlmpoM%portReprtingServviOe(PIERS) 

US. Wahbome General and Intransit Sbipents 

Waterborne Conrmenr and Vessel Statistios (ACOE) * 
Ship Movements Databass (Lloyd’s) 

None on Public Use Tape 

U.S. C i t y - b i g n  City/Country; Shipper 

u.s.-country 

May be inferred fmm registration state or stat.s of operations 

Foreign city and shipper only available for exports 

May be inferred fmm port routine 

May be iderred fmm poNwaterway muting 

May be infd from port mutine 

* Public Use Data Only NTAR = Natiom Transpatation Analysis Region, BFA = Bureau of Ecommic Analysis Region, Zip3 = 3 digit U.S. Zip Code 

World Sea Trade Service (DRuh.w 
Lock Ikfmnarm Monitaing System (PMS) * 
St Lawrence Seaway Traffic Rcports 
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u.s.-countly May be inferred from coastal routine 

May be infd from lock pool O/D based on lock-block comparisons 

I u f d  fmm port of lading location U.S., Canada, Foreign 

Expods fmm Manufacturing Establishments 

Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Shipments 

Freah Froit and kgetable Arrival Totals for 23 Cities 

Qu.wterly Coal Report 

state of produotion 

State of orisin: U.S.lforeign destination 

Statelcountry of oriein; city deatiition 

State/wuntry of originfdeatinntion 

May only capture modal muting 

23 U.S./4 Canadien cities; may only capture modal muting 

Flows by O/D pais not available 

Natural Gas Monthly 

Natural Gas Anawl 

Pehukum Supply Monthly 

Gram Transportation Report 

s t a t e / c o u n t t y - u . s . / ~  

State/Country of pmductiodconsumption 

Country for fmign  

Destinstion use sector (e.g., utilitiw) also identitied 

May be. inferred fmm muting 
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Table B.6: Information on Modal Coverage and Equipment in Freight Databases 
Modal Coverage Equipment 

Database A T R IW 0 All Other Intermodal Other 

* Public Us0 Data Only A =Air, T = Tiuck, R = Rail, IW = Inland Watenvaylconstal, 0 = otha Water, AU = Combines All Modes 
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Table B.7: Information on System Use in Freight Databases 

Customs District: wgt.. Val., sty. 

curdoms Districtport wgt, Val. 

Customs Diatrid/Port wgt, Val. 

Databaae 

~~ 

Modal Route.: tom, value, qty. 

OD-Port: wgt., Val. 

O D  wgt, vaL 

1993 Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) 

TRANSEARCH meebie) 

Fkight Trensportation aud I Logistics Service @Rl/ME) 

US. hpods- Of Ma~hendise ou CD-ROM 

US. Expods by State of Origh ((2nsus) 

US. Exports by State of Ori@ (MISER) 

U.S &ports and Imports Transshipped via Canadian Ports 

ThB Dicectory 0fu.s. hportela/Expodera 

National Transportation StatisticslAnnual Report 

Airport: wgt. 
Airport of enpl-ent/departu€e 

US. Ai FEight Origin Tr&c Statistics (Colography) 

FAA Airport Activity Statistics (T-3) 

Modal total: Vehicle-, ton-mila 

Modal Route: wgt, ton-mila 

Freight Commodity Statistics (MR) 

Noah American Trucking Survey (NATS) 

LTL Comumdity and Market Flow Database 

Truck Inventory and Use Survey (TllJS) 

Nationwide Truck Activity and Commodity Survey (NTACS) 

Port ImpOdExport Reporting Service (FIERS) 

US. Waterborne General and Incransit Shipments 

City: O D  wgt, # of shpmts./pii 

~ 

W a t e r b  Commerce and V-1 Statistics (ACOE) * 
Ship Movements Database (Lloyd's) 

World Sea Trade Service (DRI/MEI) 

Modal Route: wgt. ton-mileu, s h p m t s . l p i  

Modal Totak vehiclemiles 

Modal Route: vehicle-miles, operating weeks 

~ 

Lock R&mmce Monitoring System (PMS) * 
St La- Seaway T M c  Rem 

Lake C&' Association Annual Report 

Pork W&, Val. 

Port Wgt, tOll-lIlik.3 

Port vessel calls, capacity 

Exporta from Manufacturing Establishments 

Modal Route: wgt, Val. 

Waterway: wgi, ton-milea 

Modal Route: capacity 

Natural Gas Monthly 

Coastal: wgt, containerloads 

Lock: wgt, b a r e ,  tows 

* Public Use Data Only 

Modal Route: wgt., oontaincrloads 

Waterway: wut. vcasel GRT. tnnsits 

Sptem Utilization 

Port wgt, v-1 calls, shipments 

Point Subsystem 

Portofexit: wgt I OD Comb Ton-miles, wgt 

I o ~ ~ o r r i d ~ r  

Modal Route: wgt, ve88el calls, shipments 

Modal Route: writ. 

A q d  of enphexUent/dep~ 

Modal Route: wgt. ton-milea, carloads 

Modal Total: wgt.. carloads 

City: O D  wgt. 

I city. Country, Port w&, Val., packam I Modal Route: WJ&, Val. I 

Modal Route: wgt 

Custom DistricWork wgt. Val. 

Pipeb:  volume 

Modal Route. volume 

Coast. Lock wgt, units 
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Table B.8: Information on Routing, Carrier, and Cost in Freight Databases 

b l e u m  Supply Monthly 

Grain Traasportation Report 

Round 

US. Region-Region 

US. export coast; river lock Ship c h a r  raba 

Carrier/ C o d  

Datpbaw 

1993 Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) 1 
TRANSEARCEI (Reebs) 

Freight Transportston and Logistics Service @lU/ME) 

U.S. ImpodsExportn of Medm~diise on CD-ROM 

US. Exports by State of Origin (Census) 

US. Expo& by State of Origin (MISER) 

US Exports and Imports Traasshipped via Csnadian Ports 

Tbe Direotory 0fu.s. ImpmteRIExpofters 

I National Transportation Statistics h u a l  Report I 

Definition Dintance Service Rate 

Port of exit for expods I FatiiteofO/DMode I I I 
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